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PHOTO TUBE CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT WITH
THE TYPE 650-A IMPEDANCE BRIDGE
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the connection between the arm of Ihe
CRL potentiometer and ground. This
can be done by removing the connecting
wire from the potentiometer tcrminal
and bringing out a new lead from the
terminal. An equally satisfactory and
more convenient method is to insert a
slip of paper between the potentiometer
arm and the winding. The decade hox
can then be connected between the J
terminal of the hridge and ground.

For measurements over a range of 0.6
to 3.0 ppf, halance to 0.1 ppf could he
obtained with a decade box providing
unit steps in rcsistance. A tenth-ohm
decade gives increments of O.OllJ.lJ.f, and
with an amplifier as indicated in Figure 2
the bridge is sufficiently sensitive so that
balance to 0.01 ohm or 0.001 ppf is easily
obtained. Since hundredth-ohm decades
are not generally available, it would be
necessary to use a slide wire to obtain
this degree of precision.

When a wire from the CHL poten
tiometer is brought out to the decade,
the zero capacitance of the bridge,
which amounts to approximately 10 p.p.f,

can be balanced out hy means of an
initial Belling of the CRL dial. -I f the
eR L potentiometer is disconneded by
insulating the contact arm from lhe
winding, the decade box must be larf:c
enough to balance this :;r..cro capacitancc,
and a four-dial box consisting of hUI1
dred-, ten-, one-, and tenth-ohm deeades
should be used.

1"11 order to keep the conductance
component small, the photo tube should
be shielded from Light during the meas-
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where t!.R is the change in setting of the
resistance box when the photoLubc is
connected.

To connect
resistance box,

.SINCE INTERELECTRODE
capacitance bas a marked effect upon
the frequency characteristics of a photo
tube, it is important in many applica
tions that the capacitance be accurately
known.

The TYPE 650-A Impedance Bridge
has been found quite satisfactory for
this measurement when an external
TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance Box is
lIsed to give the required precision of
balance.

The necessary connectiolls are shown
in Figure 2. The bridge controls are set
for capacitance measurement. Since for
this connection, 1 ohm is equivalent to
0.1 ppf,
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FIl.:ung 2 (left). Circuit diagram of tbe bridge, sbowill
E
" the decade cesi8tancc !.tox connected in

series with the en dial.

Figure 3 (ril!,ht). B)' tying tlte terminal cal)acilances CGl and CGz to grollnd. as sho..... n here. tbe
direct cal)ucitallce eJ: can be measured.

urement. If the tube is exposed to light,
an additional decade resistance across
the standard condenser is needed for
balancing the parallel conductance, in
order to avoid a serious sliding balance.

The accuracy obtainable with the
TYPE 650-A in the measuremen t of
capacitance of this magnitude is limited
largely by the unavoidable connection
errors. Since connection errors of the
order of 0.1 ~~f are difficult to elimi
natc,* these errors w-ill usually deter
mine the absolute accuracy of the
measurement.

It should be noted that tms method
measures direct capacitance rather than
total capacitance and hence is applicable
to a number of other problems where
small values of capacitance must be
measured. It can be seen from Figure 3
that capacitance to ground from the
low unknown terminal is in parallel with
the detector, while that associated with
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the high terminal is acl"OSS the standard
arm of the bridge and, "hen not small
enough to be considered negljgible, can
be corrected for. J;'or measuremcnts of
capacitance increments where connec
tion errors do not exist, as, for instance,
with plug-in clements, highly accurate
measurements can be made.

One possible application is in the meas
urement of the inlerelectrode capaci.
tauces of vacuum tubes, where the
socket is cOllnected to the bridge, and
the capacitance increment resulting
from plugging in the tube is measureo.
For these measurements, all lUllISCO

electrodes should be gl"Ounded, so that
only the direct capacitance between the
two significant clectrodes is measured.
For accurate IllcaSUrClncnts of the
smaller capacitances such as the griJ
to-plate capacitances of screen grjJ
tubes, shielded sockets arc necessary 10

avoiJ conuection errors larger (han thc
capacitance bcing mcasured.
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